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Together for Tomorrow: Improving Title I Education through Intersectoral and Governmental Collaboration

Thomas A. Bryer

University of Central Florida

The Obama administration created the Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and related Centers throughout federal agencies. Their aim is to help cultivate relationships between the interfaith community and government in communities around the United States. One such effort, Together for Tomorrow, seeks to facilitate partnerships to strategically deploy volunteers to lift up schools and students in low-income communities. The partnership involves federal offices, national service through AmeriCorps VISTA, local government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and faith organizations—a “multi-flavored wedding cake.” This article reports on the theoretical and observed enactment of the first-in-the-nation pilot project of Together for Tomorrow, suggests lessons, and advances propositions for how to structure intergovernmental and cross-sector partnerships to achieve social outcomes and community transformation.

The Interfaith School Turnaround Pilot Project (IFSTP; renamed Together for Tomorrow by federal officials) was launched in Orlando, Florida in 2011 as a first-in-the-nation pilot with the intent to demonstrate the efficacy of a volunteer-driven model to improve performance of students at Title I schools in low income communities. The initiative was a culmination of discussions involving multiple stakeholder organizations ranging from federal agencies down to local nonprofit organizations. This article presents a formative and summative assessment of aspects of the initiative, focusing specifically on the role of faith-based organizations as volunteer suppliers, and the impact of their volunteer mentoring activity on student outcomes at targeted schools. The pilot is one of seven around the country and the first to be formally evaluated; the other cities include New Haven, New Orleans, Minneapolis, Denver, Center (Colorado), and Memphis. Further, this study responds to Campbell’s (2011) call for “carefully monitored local demonstrations that foster government partnerships with a broad cross-section of community and faith-related organizations within a single locale” (p. 130). Ultimately, the aim of this study is to show the potential efficacy of cross-sector partnerships that involve faith-based organizations as a pragmatic approach to governance, while also adding to the dialogue of collaborative governance and federalism theories.
Together for Tomorrow/the Interfaith School Turnaround Pilot Project is intended to “advance community partnerships and citizen service that will support school improvement (U.S. Department of Education, 2013, p. 1). It is an initiative that affirms Bryson, Crosby and Stone’s proposition that “public policy makers are most likely to try cross-sector collaboration when they believe the separate efforts of different sectors to address a public problem have failed or are likely to fail” (2005, p. 46). Fundamentally, the White House, Department of Education, and Corporation for National and Community Service seek to change the “relationship between schools and community partners, both faith-based and secular, and helping these partners and stakeholders move from education outsiders to education insiders” (U.S. Department of Education, 2013, p. 1).

The problem the initiative seeks to address is the challenge found across the United States: low-performing schools and a lack of strategic community engagement to help those schools excel. As described by the Department of Education, “Not surprisingly for many schools, the task of developing and sustaining partnerships frequently gets pushed to the bottom of substantial to-do lists. While the benefits of school-community partnerships are well established, partnership efforts often don’t match up with the fundamental needs of the school and students they intend to assist” (U.S. Department of Education, 2013, p. 1). The article proceeds as follows: it begins with an outline of the structure of the Together for Tomorrow/IFSTP initiative, focusing on the “extra-state” federalism character of the relationships; second, it identifies theory behind the faith-based partnership components of the initiative; third, it presents the method and evaluation framework used to assess the partnership development focusing on the faith-based organization involvement; fourth, it presents findings; last, it closes with a broader policy discussion for developing and sustaining faith-based partnerships with government and the role of the federal government in cultivating these partnerships. Overall, there appears to be success that can be built upon in other communities and in other issue areas with more concentrated effort and more targeted recruitment of faith-based and community organizations as volunteer suppliers.

Faith-Based Organizations as Partners in Cross-Sector Collaboration
Cross-sector collaboration and governance is an area of increased interest and study. As Agranoff and McGuire (2003) discuss, collaboration is necessary for complex or wicked problems that cannot be solved or solved easily by one organization or sector acting alone. As much as collaborations and networks are potentially helpful for addressing complex community problems, the management of collaborations is equally complex. For example, Herranz (2007) considers the “multisector trilemma” of collaborations that involve multiple sectors, challenging given the array of interests and values of actors from each sector. The uncertain environments that provide opportunities for networks also create constraints that need to be managed to ensure network sustainability and success (Moynihan, 2005). Within the growing literature on networks and collaborations, most researchers focus on collaboration across and within governments, or across government, nonprofit and private sectors (O’Leary & Bingham, 2009). Relatively little is focused on the role of faith-based organizations and the unique opportunities and challenges of involving the faith community in collaborative governance.

There are exceptions. Faith organizations have been studied in two areas related to public governance: contributions to strong democracy and civic responsibility (Smidt, den Dulk, Penning, Monsma & Koopman, 2008), and contributions to social service delivery (Amirkhanyan, Kim & Lambright, 2009; Stritt, 2008; Jackson-Elmoore: Hula & Reese, 2011). The former is most relevant in the context of the IFSTP. Before examining the
potential partnership opportunities between church and state, it is helpful to review a brief history of faith-organization/government relationship in the United States. Presented here is not a comprehensive history, but the interested reader is encouraged to consult the titles cited for further information and deeper historical analysis.

Debate on the proper relationship between government and faith-organizations was launched before the United States existed as a nation, dating to Puritan settlers of the American colonies, or who Lambert (2003) refers to as the “planting fathers.” The planting fathers (contrasted with the better known founding fathers) sought to create a Christian nation, guided by Biblical principles. In political terms, the sovereign was not a monarch, nor were the people sovereign (as designed by the founding fathers); God was the sovereign power, and the people were subservient to God (Smidt et al, 2008). This philosophy is perhaps best captured by John Winthrop’s (1630) sermon, “A Model of Christian Charity,” in which he wrote: “For we must consider that we shall be as a city upon a hill. The eyes of all people are upon us. So that if we shall deal falsely without God in this work we have undertaken . . . We shall be made a story and a by-word throughout the world. We shall shame the faces of many of God’s worthy servants, and cause their prayers to be turned into curses upon us till we be consumed out of the good land whither we are a-going.”

The effort to create a Christian nation was not universally supported. Fourteen years after Winthrop shared his vision for a city upon a hill, Roger Williams, who was a compatriot of Winthrop, argued that the State should not be intertwined with religion in order to ensure the corrupting potential of the State would not pervert religious doctrine (Lambert, 2003). The founding fathers who later crafted the U.S. Constitution shared the view presented by Williams, and thus espoused a strategy of separation between church and state. It is the state’s purpose, in this context, to ensure religious freedom, to promote a religious marketplace, and to not privilege the specific teachings of one religious order over another. Functionally, this constitutional provision is ambiguous, and some in religion and government have interpreted it to mean a complete separation between the two (expressed most forcefully by John F. Kennedy when he was running for the U.S. presidency to allay fears that he would be unduly influenced by the Catholic church).

Conversely, there are arguments made for an accommodationist policy that permits a comingling of church and state so long as there is no bias in allowable speech or awarding of government funds to faith-based organizations. This approach is perhaps best exemplified by the George W. Bush administration’s efforts through the Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives (the predecessor office to the Obama administration’s Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships) to remove barriers to providing federal funds to faith-based organizations that actively produce social services. The Bush administration’s efforts demonstrated substantial service delivery value, according to a review of several studies conducted on the initiative (Stritt, 2008). The Obama administration’s office would similarly fall within the accommodation camp, though it has not focused on funding faith-organizations but rather facilitating partnerships—an acknowledgement, perhaps, that faith organizations might not have the capacity to expand their service offerings even if granted funding (Chaves & Wineburg, 2010), but they do have capacity for supplementing and complementing the otherwise existing social service delivery networks through cultivation of active citizens and community volunteers.

The Obama administration’s Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships follows a tradition of recognizing the potential civic value of faith-organizations, as well as the capacity of faith-organizations to contribute to the delivery of public services. Religious organizations have long been recognized in the United States as potential incubators for civic
virtues of civility, empathy, and community action. Alexis de Tocqueville wrote in Democracy in America how religious organizations can redirect individual attention away from self and towards “public morality” (Smidt et al, 2008, p. 35), and the opportunity for such community thinking is significant, as Putnam (2000) recognized, with half of civil society associational memberships being church related, half of charitable giving being religious, and half of volunteer hours occurring within or through faith organizations. Participation in religious organizations can develop civic skill and temperament of individuals who belong to such organizations. Smidt et al (2008, p. 10) summarized this potential:

Those who gather to worship may be reminded in sermons, prayers, and other proclamations of the ethical imperative to minister to those in need. Similarly, they may learn of opportunities to volunteer and serve others in their community through announcements, classes, or informal conversation with fellow worshippers. And regardless of whether such members participate in church governance, lead worship, teach classes, organize liturgies and celebrations, or engage in church-sponsored community service or civic projects, all such endeavors provide opportunities for individuals to learn how to take responsibility, make collective decisions, express their views, acknowledge the contrasting views of others, and compromise.

The IFSTP provides examples of each of these types of activities for faith-based organizations that became partners to enhance educational outcomes for students in Title I schools. The structure of this partnership is described next, as, uniquely, involving federal, state, local, and voluntary sector actors—all focused on a small set of low-income community schools.

Structure of the Partnership: Multi-Flavored Wedding Cake Federalism

“Federalism is a device for dividing decisions and functions of government” (Grodzins, 1960, p. 265). In offering this definition of federalism, Grodzins suggested a metaphor that defined a set of inter-mingled relationships and responsibilities across national, state, and local levels of government. The metaphor presented was that of a marble cake with blended colors indicating the blended roles and responsibilities of governmental levels; the metaphor contrasted with that of the layer cake, which depicts three levels of government that are fully distinct in their roles and responsibilities. A third cake metaphor that has been employed in recent decades is the pineapple upside down cake, heavy on top and light on bottom, suggesting a strong centralized national government in relation to state and local governments.

The metaphors, particularly the marble and pineapple upside down cakes, are grounded in the premise that government and, more specifically, the work of government, is the sole domain of national, state, and local agents employed by a traditional taxpayer funded agency. For several decades, it has been clear that the work of government depends on the production of goods and services from nonprofit and for-profit entities as well. This reality has in recent years become more apparent, with the increasing use of privatization, public-private partnerships, and inter-government and cross-sector collaboration to accomplish publicly minded objectives. The case of the Interfaith School Turnaround Pilot Project is a demonstration of this new reality.

Thus is proposed an updated metaphor—multi-flavored wedding cake—that reflects the more complex dynamics associated with the dividing of decisions and functions of government. An update is needed not just to create a new metaphor but to suggest the need for re-conceptualizing the basis for future thinking about intergovernmental relations. To
divorce intergovernmental relations from inter-sector relations masks important actors in governance processes. To bind these two types of relations together within a single metaphorical description ensures relational, political, economic, and behavioral modeling is inclusive of a full set of public-serving actors.

Though Wright (1974) found that metaphor is ultimately crude means of description, the value of metaphor is its potential visual effect in contrast with other metaphors (Stewart, 1982). For instance, the marble cake metaphor is powerful in its descriptions in that it contrasts well with the layer cake metaphor. Well-constructed metaphors that are substantiated through theory development, empirical testing, or descriptive case analysis can have significant benefits for scholars and the popular press. As a means to describe relationships, the cake metaphors are easily understandable, and, in the case of the multi-flavored wedding cake, it is helpful for describing the IFSTP.

The IFSTP was launched through dialogue involving multiple entities. Specifically, the White House Office of Faith Based and Neighborhood Partnerships, U.S. Department of Education Center for Faith Based and Neighborhood Partnerships, and the Corporation for National and Community Service represented federal offices. Locally, the City of Orlando’s Orlando Cares: Cities of Service initiative came to the table along with the Heart of Florida United Way, Orange County Public School district, and the Center for Public and Nonprofit Management in the School of Public Administration at the University of Central Florida. Other parties with an interest in the initiative include the Bloomberg Philanthropies, funder of Orlando Cares, and the inter-faith community in Orlando. Volunteer Florida, the statewide volunteer service office, also engaged in early discussions. Figure 1 depicts the array of agencies involved in the initiative, presented as a circle of relationships, rather than a hierarchy, as the initiative emerged in an organic manner with mutual adaptation (to borrow from Lindblom, 1959) in the crafting of final plans and implementation strategies.

**Figure 1: Stakeholder Involvement in Together for Tomorrow Initiative**
Federal government offices provided guidance and the structural framework, but the implementation was flexibly designed and enacted at the local level by a combination of government, nonprofit, and faith-based entities. As such, the initiative represents a unique partnership across levels of government and sectors of society. As such, it can be conceptualized as a form of federalism that is distinct from traditional ways of modeling relationships between federal, state, and local governments. It can be conceptualized as a multi-flavored wedding cake federalism. Figure 2 shows a compiled visualization of the major cake metaphors, with the multi-flavored wedding cake added. The idea, and represented by the IFSTP case, is that multiple agencies across sectors join together in blended relationships, each depending on the other and on the whole for success.

**Figure 2: Federalism Cakes—Towards Inter-Government and Sector Wedding Cake**

The fundamental vision of the White House Office of Faith Based and Neighborhood Partnerships, and its associated Center in the U.S. Department of Education, is to cultivate relationships and more active partnerships between faith and community-based organizations and local governments, schools, and each other in order to tap the potentially vast supply of human capital and passion to strengthen our communities. Eleven federal agencies maintain a Center, like the one in the Department of Education, to promote these partnerships within their service area, such as in disaster response, housing, and, in this case, education. The full list of federal Centers is available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ofbnp/offices/federal.

The IFSTP model developed for pilot testing was multi-faceted with multiple levels of involvement. The role of each key actor was as follows:

*White House Office for and U.S. Department of Education Center for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships:* Provided guidance on goal development, process, and structure for the partnership.
Corporation for National and Community Service: Provided guidance on goal development, process, and structure for the partnership. Funded six Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) to build the capacity of local organizations to forge partnerships between faith-based and community organizations and targeted Title I schools. VISTA members are paid an annual living allowance (in 2012, equal to approximately $11,000 per year), health care, child care, and an end-of-year education grant or cash stipend. This represented the only external funding provided to the local community dedicated for the IFSTP.

Heart of Florida United Way: Host organization for the VISTA member. Two VISTA members were placed at the United Way office to develop the partnership program, and an additional four VISTA members were placed at one of four target schools: a middle school (pictured at the center of figure 1) and its three feeder elementary schools. VISTA members based at the schools were charged with developing volunteer programs, including mentoring initiatives and a series of one-time projects, such as school welcoming rallies, school cleanup, or adopt-a-classroom projects. The VISTA members based at United Way were tasked with reaching out to local faith-based and community organizations to formalize partnerships in which the faith and community organizations pledged to supply volunteers to the target schools.

City of Orlando: Recipient of a Cities of Service grant from the Bloomberg Philanthropies, which allowed the hiring of a Chief Service Officer, to promote and develop volunteer initiatives that make a demonstrated impact in an area of need. The IFSTP is an initiative that fell under the umbrella of Orlando Cares, the city’s Cities of Service initiative.

University of Central Florida: The Center for Public and Nonprofit Management at the university served as a consultant to the City of Orlando in the development of the Orlando Cares: Cities of Service initiative and the Center operates as the third-party evaluator of the IFSTP, contracted by Heart of Florida United Way.

Orange County Public Schools: Provided access to officials at the target schools and facilitated school involvement in the IFSTP. The district also provided access to student data used for assessing potential impact of the program.

Interfaith Community: Source for volunteers to go into schools as one-time helpers, part-time tutors, or long-term mentors to targeted students within the target schools.

Method
The IFSTP is evaluated using a standard logic model with the addition of “strength of relationship” variables that are potentially influential in shaping the conversion of program outputs into outcomes, and are further potentially influential in shaping the sustainability of the partnerships that are formed for program implementation and enactment. Figure 3 shows the core logic framework for assessment. The example is more robust and detailed than the actual measures taken in this particular assessment; a more detailed example is provided to suggest broader application.
Figure 3: Logic Model Graphically Presented

Inputs include the number of faith-organizations signed up to partner in the IFSTP, the number of volunteers each recruited to serve in the schools, and the number of mentors who served. Outputs include the number/percent of children served or mentored, the number of events supported by volunteers, and the number of teachers assisted. Outcomes that are identified for the program by the U.S. Department of Education and Corporation for National and Community Service, based on research by Robert Belfanz, are attendance of students directly assisted by the volunteers in the program, behavior of students in terms of disciplinary action, and course or classroom performance (the ABCs). Data on academic achievement and attendance were available for this assessment.

The last component, situated between outputs and outcomes in figure 3 are strength of relationship mediating variables. Three categories are identified as potentially influential in determining or shaping the outcomes achieved through the program and sustainability of the partnerships: individual, organizational, and relational. Figure 4 shows a more detailed view of these categories and data of interest.

Figure 4: Strength of Partnership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Organizational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadened Perspectives</td>
<td>Spiritual, Social, and Civic Mission Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respected Leadership</td>
<td>Member Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Personal Trust</td>
<td>Expanded Service Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual Fulfillment</td>
<td>Citizen Involvement/ Volunteerism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited Service Duplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client Use of Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost Savings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The framework is based on several sources, each contributing to the literature on evaluation of collaboration and networks. First, Provan and Milward (2001) proposed an evaluation framework based on three levels of analysis: organizational, network, and community. The organizational level shown in figure 4 is consistent with their organizational level; their network level is aligned closely with what is labeled relational in figure 4. Their community level focuses on outcomes and thus is captured in a more comprehensive logic model and not as part of the formulation of “strength of relationship.” The other core dimension—individual—is based on Bryer’s (2006) framework on bureaucratic responsiveness, which focuses at the individual level to understand volunteer and employee
dimensions of partnership formation. The lack of an individual level seems to be a shortcoming of the Provan and Milward (2001) framework in that the individuals, ultimately, are charged with enacting the partnerships formally structured at the organizational level, and thus the enactment is subject to the values, biases, and experiences of individuals.

Individual items within each category are drawn from several sources. For instance, inter-personal trust and broadened perspective at the individual level is based on Margerum’s (2002) observation that effective collaborative planning efforts should be grounded in shared or consensus understanding of problems, solutions, and courses of action, requiring then not only a certain degree of trust but the ability to clearly see the perspective of others. Commitment to partnership at the relational level is similarly derived from Margerum, and the relational component addressing the existence of a conflict resolution process is based on Innes and Booher’s (1999) framework for evaluating collaborative planning initiatives.

The items in this model have not been experimentally tested to determine which are most important for the sustainability of a partnership, but they are all derived from previous theoretical or empirical models. Future research can more systematically determine the efficacy of each. For this analysis, focus is on the organizational and relational dimensions and from the perspective of faith-organization partners only, due to a low response from individual volunteers involved in the program. Separate analysis can apply the framework to the design of the program, thus including the wider array of stakeholder agencies involved. Thus, the findings should be interpreted with some caution, though the lessons learned based on the analysis remain helpful in establishing recommendations particularly for future partner selection as IFSTP/Together for Tomorrow is designed and developed in other communities.

**Data Collection**

Input and output data were collected and maintained by VISTA members serving at the headquarters for the United Way as part of their duties for establishing and maintaining the program. Strength of relationship data were collected in two phases. First the VISTA members who recruited faith-organization partners were provided a questionnaire by the lead researcher with the university to complete following their initial discussion with each prospective partner. Specifically, they were asked to make notes on seven questions: (1) Did the prospective partner seem to perceive a role for their organization in helping to meet the needs of the larger community? (2) Did the prospective partner seem to perceive a role for their organization in helping to support the mission of schools in the community? (3) Does the organization have any existing volunteer-based relationship with a school or other government agency? If so, can you describe any prior experience? (4) What kinds of ministries or other volunteer service initiatives have been developed within the organization? (5) Is the organization based in the [area around the target schools], or are they located elsewhere in Orlando/Central Florida? (6) What is the faith affiliation of the organization, if any? (7) What other observation do you have that you think will be helpful in future possible communications with this organization?

The questions focused on the organizational and relational aspects of existing or potential partnership, such as focusing on alignment of mission, prior negative or positive experiences to indicate inter-organizational trust, and the geographic proximity which, for all practical purposes, could pose a challenge for volunteers. A total of fifteen notes from VISTA engagements with faith-organizations are recorded.

Secondly, the lead researcher with the university conducted a set of semi-structured interviews with faith-organization liaisons after a period of time passed in the implementation of the program, and once volunteers with the organization actually started working,
particularly in a mentoring role. Of the fifteen faith organizations that were initially recorded, ten ultimately supplied volunteers and were interviewed in the post-interviews. Additional faith-organizations also provided volunteers, but missing data from the initiation of the contact from the VISTAs prevents a full analysis of their commitment to and work within the project. Complete statistics on organizational participation are reported next. Data from both sources are used as complementary to validate findings from the other. The five organizations that expressed interest but did not provide volunteers cross faith perspectives with no apparent pattern to explain their ultimate lack of involvement.

Findings
Inputs include the number of faith-organizations signed up to partner in the IFSTP, the number of volunteers each recruited to serve in the schools, and the number of mentors who served. Outputs include the number/percent of children served or mentored, the number of events supported by volunteers, and the number of teachers assisted. Outcomes that are identified by the U.S. Department of Education and Corporation for National and Community Service for the program are attendance of students directly assisted by the volunteers in the program, behavior of students in terms of disciplinary action, and course or classroom performance (the ABCs). Data on academic achievement and attendance were available for this assessment. Strength of partnership data (or collaborative process data) are included in this discussion of findings, ultimately suggesting a slightly revised formulation to the ABCs as means to understand the efficacy and sustainability of the IFSTP: ABCPs, with the last “P” for process. Table 1 presents a summary of the data.

Inputs
Overall, we saw a high level of activity, with fifteen faith-based organizations expressing interest in partnership, and ten actually engaging at some level. Those that did engage utilized some of the techniques identified by Smidt et al (2008) as tools of faith-organizations for cultivating active volunteers and citizens. Namely, they used their space to make announcements about the volunteer opportunity, encourage participation, and some even appointed lay leaders to guide the initiative on behalf of the organization. Mixes of faiths were represented, including different branches of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. A total of 392 volunteers were engaged, with 21 serving as mentors or tutors. Most of the engaged faith-organizations came from outside the geographic area of the target schools.

Outputs
Participating schools were asked to identify targeted students who could benefit from the devoted attention of a mentor. Not all identified students received parental assent, nor were they all matched with a mentor. This can be attributed to two factors: first, challenges in parental involvement within the schools, and second, inadequate supply of volunteers to serve as mentors for the first year. Overall, 23% of middle school and 20% of elementary students identified for mentoring were actually mentored. In other, non-mentoring activity, a total of 878 volunteer hours were committed and performed by volunteers through the program, targeting approximately 2,000 disadvantaged youth in the target schools. Non-mentoring activities included special events, such as First Day of school welcoming, Day of Action, Day of Caring, Thanksgiving Basket Distribution, Career Fair, and Book Drives. These were one-time events that required a few hours of volunteer time, without a commitment for ongoing participation.
Outcomes

Data are available for analysis on achievement and attendance, specifically achievement in the area of reading, as measured by the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT). Attendance is calculated based on the number of unexcused absences, thus excluding “legitimate” absences due to, for instance, illness. Given the population of students identified for mentoring exceeds the number of students actually mentored, we effectively have conditions for a quasi-experiment in which we can compare the performance of those students mentored against the performance of those students who would have been mentored if given parental assent and matched with a mentor. This comparison is more meaningful than comparing mentored students against the full student population. The question asked is: What percent of mentored students perform better (achievement and attendance) than the average of students identified for mentoring but who were not mentored?

Mentored students were matched with a community volunteer for a weekly meeting lasting at least one hour. During this period, the mentor performed a set of activities targeted to the needs of the child. Activities included providing facilitated guidance on homework, engaging in open conversations about school, family, or life in general, and otherwise acting as a constant presence in the life of the child.

Middle school students performed better than their elementary peers. Sixty-seven percent of mentored middle school students achieved higher than the average of non-participating students identified for mentoring; sixty percent of elementary school students achieved higher. Eighty-three percent of middle school students had a better attendance record than the average of non-participating students identified for mentoring; forty percent of elementary school students had a better attendance record. The data give strong indication that the program is beneficial based on these measures, though less so for elementary school students who were mentored.

Strength of Partnership

The focus in strength of partnership is on the organizational and relational dimensions. Insufficient data were available to adequately assess individual dimensions, which would have required interviews conducted with volunteers, parents of students at the target schools, other faith-organization members, and school personnel. Continued assessment of the project can rectify this gap; for now, the focus is specifically on the perceptions of the participating faith-organizations, who are key partners in this initiative; if organizationally and relationally they are not aligned with the program and are not benefitting from the program, the future success and sustainability of the program may be threatened.

Organizational

Participating faith-based organizations observed a clear alignment between their mission and the IFSTP objectives. Not all faith-based organizations are the same. As Musso, Kitsuse, and Cooper (2002) discuss, some are more likely to promote volunteerism in the community with their members and others less so. Those that are more likely are labeled “this-worldly” as opposed to “other-worldly,” meaning they see their mission not only as spiritual salvation but as spiritual fulfillment based on actions taken in this life. This-worldly faith-based organizations can further be subdivided as being civic-oriented or they can be more activist, with the activist organizations more directly mobilizing their members for civic action, and the civic-oriented preferring to encourage, through spoken word, certain civic behaviors but not directly mobilizing for the purpose.
The organizations that signed up with the IFSTP represent both the civic- and activist-orientations of this-worldly faith-based organizations. In signing up, they universally expressed that the work of improving opportunity for youth in the community is part of their mission to “renew the community” and to live out the message being preached or taught in religious services and scripture. That said, the specific educational focus proved challenges for some faith-based organizations, as they pondered how to “sell” the opportunity to their members. Thus, the organization leaders implicitly saw a connection, but some seemed challenged by clearly explaining it in order to generate volunteers for the project. Most, however, saw a clear connection with their other social ministries, such as providing food for the needy, peer and family support for the struggling, and recreational opportunities for the youth outside of school time. Participating organizations also recognized the expanded opportunities the initiative would allow to tap into the time, treasure, and talent of their members, thus allowing for a more engaged membership with service opportunities that may be more appealing than other service opportunity options. Though there is more opportunity, some faith-based organizations expressed a challenge that “not enough” members were stepping up, but respondents were confident that with time, those numbers would improve, particularly for the harder-to-fill role of mentor.

Three factors listed under the organizational heading in figure 4 are not directly measured here, but they would be applicable in viewing the IFSTP from the school perspective. For instance, providing increased number of volunteers could potentially reduce costs of delivering educational services, such as by ensuring targeted classrooms have all the supplies they need without putting an undue burden on the individual teacher. Overall, from the faith organization perspective, the IFSTP has facilitated partnerships that meet the needs and align with the missions of organizations that have a potentially deep bench of volunteers. This is pivotal for the future success and sustainability of the program.

Relational
None of the participating faith-based organizations had prior working relationship with any specific school or government agency. Thus, the partnerships to be formed were based on a blank slate, or, worse, on a lack of trust potentially associated with more general lack of trust between citizens and government. As one faith-organization suggested, if a government agency comes knocking and asks for volunteers, a first reaction might be to be skeptical of motive. Thus, for some at least, a suspension of judgment to move the process forward was required. For those that stuck with the program, they reported in response to a general question about trust in the partner agency that trust indeed did develop over time, as regular interactions occurred. There were some concerns regarding timeliness of getting background checks completed, thus allowing volunteers to work with students. This, however, was generally understood as a step needed to protect the children. As suggested in the organizational discussion, there ultimately did prove to be an affirmation of mission, values, and service objectives in the work the faith-organizations were asked to perform for the IFSTP. No respondent reported any conflicts to test the commitment of the partners, but all who responded for the second interview expressed a strong commitment to continue their involvement.

Discussion
Based on the assessment of the IFSTP in Orlando and extant literature on faith-based partnerships, cross-sector collaboration, and intergovernmental relations, a set of lessons
learned for future action and research can be suggested. These are written with the intent to provoke further discussion and research, both applied and theoretical.

An inter-governmental and inter-sector model for meeting complex needs at a localized level is innovative and unique. Whether the dynamic is metaphorically labeled “multi-flavored wedding cake federalism” or simply multi-stakeholder collaboration, the approach taps into potentially vast social, human, and political capital, without burdening any one sector or level of government with financial or other risk in the event of program failure. Just as we clearly conceive and demonstrate the benefit of this collaborative approach, there are clear challenges as well. Challenges of the uncertain environment (Moynihan, 2005) and the potentially conflicting values of cross-sector collaborators (Herranz, 2007) that are a part of collaborations generally also potentially plague collaborations involving faith-based organizations.

Additionally, the collaboration described in this case potentially was exposed to the challenge of having “too many cooks.” As Bryson, Crosby, and Stone (2006) observe, without linking mechanisms that ensure general agreement on the problem and process for addressing the problem, success may be harder to achieve. Whereas it was beneficial to have regular meetings with officials from the Department of Education, Corporation for National and Community Service, City of Orlando, and United Way, in addition to regular advisory board meetings convened by the United Way that engaged the participating school and faith-based organization partners, there seemed to be a lack of coherence to the messaging. For instance, the City of Orlando operated under grant, time, and performance expectations from the Bloomberg Philanthropies, which did not always align with the time and performance expectations dictated by the terms of the VISTA program, which were not always aligned with the desires of the Department of Education. This is not a unique problem to intergovernmental and inter-sector partnerships; indeed, coordination challenges across different organizational interests and across individuals holding different values is a recognized potential barrier to successful partnership and collaboration (Herranz, 2008).

Lesson 1: Take advantage of diverse partners, across sectors and levels of government, with access to unique expertise, resources, time, and talent, but ensure alignment of core values and program objectives at the launch of the program and continually throughout. This will ensure continuity and consistency of message and on-going consensus on problems, processes, and goals.

The IFSTP, as implemented in Orlando, demonstrates the potential power of tapping the civic-building and volunteer-supplying capacities of faith-based organizations to benefit citizens who are most in need or who can otherwise benefit from extra support and resources volunteers can provide. The program established some ambitious goals in terms of volunteer recruitment and impact on students. Not all of these goals were met. For instance, a goal was established early in the project to supply thirty mentors to each of the four target schools. Fewer than thirty mentors in aggregate were recruited. For those who were recruited, their success in enhancing student academic achievement and school attendance was mixed in that 100% of mentored students did not surpass their peers who were not mentored in performance and attendance. There are several possible explanations for this.

First, on the mentor recruitment, none of the partnering faith-based organizations had prior working relationship with the schools, particularly in this more intensive format. It very well may take time to build trust between the faith-organization leaders, school leaders, and other stakeholders before a firm commitment to increase long-term volunteers as mentors
is made. Multi-organization collaborations often need time to develop trust, and it has been suggested that they start slowly with cooperation (e.g. sharing information), move on to coordination (e.g. co-sponsoring events, or in the case of IFSTP, providing volunteers for larger one-time volunteer events), and then finally moving to more intensive collaboration that requires a longer-term commitment (Cigler, 1999; Thomson, Perry & Miller, 2007). As the program continues, we should expect to see increased mentor commitments, particularly if there continues to be shared perceived alignment between the mission of the faith-based organizations and the schools. These less intensive commitments were made in Orlando to begin.

Lesson 2: In establishing new partnerships between faith-based and government agencies, begin with less intensive commitments such as supply drives, cleanup events, or welcoming teams before launching more intensive commitments (e.g., mentoring in education, or housing or financial counseling in housing policy). This will allow trust to develop and interpersonal relationships to form. This may be particularly important for faith-based organizations partnering with government, given the historical and varied separation between the two.

Second, also on the mentor recruitment, the thirty/school goal was established at the time United Way was making formal application to the Corporation for National and Community Service to receive VISTA members. At that point in time, the individual schools were not fully integrated in planning discussions, and thus the goal was established in a bit of a vacuum. Once the VISTA members were in place and began the process of identifying specific projects with schools for which volunteers would be helpful, it became clear that alternative programs, such as adopt-a-classroom to ensure supplies are fully available, for instance, or less volunteer intensive tutoring, would be more helpful at that particular time. That said, the schools generated a lengthy list of students who could benefit from mentors, but insufficient supply was generated. This, then, is an area for continued work, and, we can speculate, will become more achievable as the relationships deepen between the faith-based organizations and schools.

Beyond the education case, the same lessons can be found. As Margerum (2002) discusses, consensus across collaborative planning partners is essential for a successful project. This includes consensus in problem identification, alternative generation, policy intervention, and the role of each partner.

Lesson 3: Establish a timeline for program launch that permits sufficient integration with all relevant stakeholders, including faith-based organizations, schools, and/or other appropriate stakeholder organizations (e.g. job centers, housing counseling offices, etc). The sustainable partnership will be one in which the time, treasure, and talent of faith-based organization members is well matched to the needs of the partnering agency. Independently created plans by a school, faith-based organization, or third party are most subject to change.

As noted, the IFSTP as implemented in Orlando, Florida has demonstrated the potential efficacy of faith-based organizations as partners in civic capacity development. Confirming Smidt et al’s (2008) observation, the IFSTP faith-based organizations seem to be natural meeting places for people of similar passion and values to congregate, discuss, debate, mobilize, and act. As a model for strengthening communities, this seems intuitive and is thus,
on the surface at least, appealing. By focusing on partnership development rather than grant or contract agreements, this approach seems both more palatable and feasible than that advanced by the Bush administration (Chaves & Wineburg, 2010). However, concerns may still exist that need to be monitored in program implementation. For instance, faith-based volunteers cannot actively try to proselytize through words or symbols. This ground was addressed in the IFSTP; further, and importantly, the IFSTP recruited faith-based organizations from a number of different denominations and religious backgrounds. Thus, adherence to the accommodationist interpretation of the separation of church and state clause is secure; faith organizations were protected from an overbearing State, and the State was given the benefit of volunteer labor from people of a range of faiths.

Lesson 4: Target faith-based organizations from multiple faith backgrounds that have a clear “this-worldly” civic or activist mission to be partners in the program, and establish clear ground rules for how volunteers can discuss or show their faith while working with students or on school property. This will ensure mission and values alignment and protect against “inappropriate” religious behavior while engaged in public work.

The use of AmeriCorp VISTA was a key component of this project. Not all communities will secure VISTA members to design and implement their Together for Tomorrow initiative. This is perhaps both a blessing and a drawback. On the latter point first, VISTA members provide low-cost full time personnel to build the capacity of local schools, faith-based organizations, and other community partners to enter into partnerships like Together for Tomorrow/IFSTP. With this resource, local agencies and stakeholders can be deliberate in designing and executing a plan for action. However, the VISTA members, and more specifically, including a third party as host of the VISTA members, may have created delays. Where two organizations (a faith-based and a school, job center, counseling office, or other) operating independently might have been able to stand up a project within a month or two, it took a few months for the IFSTP in Orlando to become fully operational, but such preparation may lead to enhanced sustainability.

National service programs and VISTA, in particular, have a pivotal role to play, however, and the outcomes they have achieved in a range of policy areas are significant (Nesbit & Brudney, 2010; Reingold & Lenkowsky, 2010). With their charge to build the capacity of organizations and programs, they are a resource for any community to consider in developing a program.

Lessons 5: If VISTA members are used in other communities to build capacity of faith- and community-based organization partnerships with schools, it may be worth exploring a VISTA allocation model based on expressed school and/or faith-based organization interest first, rather than a model that recruits schools and faith-based organizations. This can ensure efficient use of resources to match needs with volunteer assets. Ultimately, a combination of each approach is likely desirable to build capacity for administering and sustaining partnerships, as well as to promote interest in the initiative.

Last, the evaluation framework employed in this assessment is based on an assortment of theoretically and empirically derived models. It has intuitive appeal but has, in its full form, to be systematically and quasi-experimentally or experimentally tested. As Together for Tomorrow is expanded and enacted in communities around the United States,
and as other federal agency Centers for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships expand their efforts to forge partnerships in communities, opportunity ought to be taken to apply a uniform standard for evaluation in order to specifically capture contextual differences across cases, build more case studies, and assess the differential impact of the “strength of partnership” variables identified in the evaluation framework.

The IFSTP/Together for Tomorrow initiative represents a unique role for the federal government in brokering and encouraging partnerships at the community level. In Orlando, local officials and faith and neighborhood leaders were highly receptive to the idea. Though the establishment of the partnerships had challenges, it ultimately demonstrated the potential for substantial and sustainable success. Further research and experimentation in practice is encouraged for this marriage across government levels and sectors of society.
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